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Cougill gets Charleston's vote
Bough breaks after
mayoral elections
By ROB STROUD
and BRITT CARSON
Staff editors
Incumbent Dan Cougill captured over half the votes in the
Municipal Elections to become the first Charleston mayor to be
re-elected since 1981.
Cougill said he was ''pleased and honored" to be re-elected.
Cougill received 60.4 percent of the votes which totaled 2,204.
Challenger Henry Bough received 1,442 votes and 39.5 percent of
the vote.
Bough said he was satisfied with the results and said that he ran
a good race.
"I enjoyed it. " Bough said.
However, Bough said he was disappointed with the voter
turnout. Bough said he would not run for mayor again and would·
not have ran again if he had won.
Cougill will have different duties as ma.yor during his next four
years under the new city manager form of government. The city
manager takes over the day-to-day affairs of the city and the city
council and mayor are the policy makers.
At a recent debate Cougill described the role of the mayor
under the city manager form of government as an acting
consensus builder for all the different groups in Charleston.
SARAH WONG/Staff photographer
Cougill said he plans to focus on the infrastructure of the city
such as repairing the roads and sidewalks. He also plans on
Left: Sallie Cougill, Dan Cougill and Max Cougill wait patiently for the voting results in the Stix restaurant
See MAYOR page 2
•
Tuesday night.

Knoop takes 2;185 ·votes
Rennels, Scism, Winnet also on City Council
By ROB STROUD
City-editor
Marge Knoop, Larry Rennels, Bruce
Scism and John Winnett won the four
commissioner positions on the Charleston
City Council Tuesday in the Municipal
Elections.
Knoop received· the most votes of the four
candidates, which was 16.6 peri:ent, or 2,185
votes. Knoop is the first woman to be on the
city council since 1985 . Knoop is Navy
veteran and a retired school teacher.
"It's exciting and overwhelming that I've
got so many votes," Knoop said. "I just hope
I can live up to everyone's expectations of
me. I'm 'going to have to d~ a lot of
homework so I know what's going on, and I
will." ·
Winnett was re-elected to his sixth term as

Marge Knoop

John Winnet

city commissioner and received 15.17
percent of the vote, or 1,989 votes.
"I thought people would be tired of me,
but they've come through for me again,"
Winnett said.
Winnett said this would be his last term as
commissioner, but he would not rule out the
possibility of running for mayor in four
years. He said he did not run for mayor this
year because mayor~} candidate Henry
See COMMISIONERS page 2

SARAH WONG/Staff photographer
Marge Knoop (back), looks at the overhead projector to see how many votes she
received Tuesday night in the Coles County Courthouse.

Harris announces presidential candidacy in April election
By MATT ADRIAN
Student Government editor
Kim Harris, student vice
president for academic affairs,
announced her candidacy for
student body president for the
April 15-16 student body
elections.
"I think I'm qualified because
I've been involved in numerous

organizations
all over campus," Harris
said. "So I
think I'm very
representative
of what students would
like to see in a
Kim Harris leader."
Harris, a junior political

science major, has been involved
in Student Government for three
years. She has been a Student
Senate member, secretary for the
senate and vice president of
academic affairs.
Harris said her experience with
academic affairs and public
affairs have given her a good
understanding of Student Government. Harris has been involved

with academic reinstatement,
which is in charge of grade
appeals and re-admitting students
into the university after academic
probation. Currently, Harris is doing an
internship with Chris Merrifield,
Eastern's liaison to the Capitol.
Harris is helping to set up a day
'for Eastern faculty and students to
JJl~et
with legislators in

Springfield.
.
Harris said she would like to
see Student Government focus on
more things that students want.
"I think that Student Government could do a lot of things to
improve," Harris said. "One main
thing is pushing paperwork and
technicalities instead of rea1ly
getting things done that students
S,ee PRESIDENT page 2
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CAA to discuss transfer policy
By KRISTOPHER JONES
Staff writer
The Council on Academic Affairs Thursday
will meet to discuss whether to allow Eastern students to transfer back to a community college.
CAA will meet at 2 p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola
Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Doug Bock, CAA chair, said students must take
courses which ~re available at community colleges within the first 15 hours while at Eastern.

I

CAA will also discuss adding a departmental
honors program for juniors and seniors in the
zoology department. In order to meet the requirements of the honors program, a student must carry
a minimum of a 3.5 grade point average.
The council will also look into adding two new
course proposals: ZOO 4950 - Neurobiology and
ZOO 4401 - Teaching in the Lab. The proposed
Teaching in the Lab course would allow a student
to assist a teacher in the laboratory of any course
in the zoology department to learn teaching methods for one semester hour of credit.

WEDNESDAY

Leinie and MGD pints only s1 00

THURSDAY

Eastern's
image. He has
said Eastern is
no longer perceived as a
"party
school."
In the Mattoon race for
mayor, incumbent
Wanda Ferguson received 2,454
votes or 62.1 percent of the vote.
Challenger H. E. "Hal" Kottwitz
received 1,495 votes, or 37.8 per-

Dan Cougil

Larry Rennels Bruce Scism
Eastern in the continuing adult
educ;ition program inthe political
science department and· ·an~instruptor at Lake Land College...
Rennels received 13.02 percent
of the vote, or 1,707 votes.
Rennels said this was his first run
at an elective office. Rennels is
the owner of Rennels TV and
Appliances.
"I expected it was going to be
close and it was," Rennels said.
He said there were eight good
candidates running for city coun-

SLOW
SLOW DANCE
SLOW DANCE ON
SLOW DANCE ON THE
SLOW DANCE ON THE KILLING
~
SLOW DANCE ON THE KILLING GROUND'

cent of the votes.
In the Charleston township election, Tom Morgan received 2,005
to become township supervisor.
Kevin Myerscough received 1,898
votes to become township clerk.
Tarry James, who ran unopposed,
became highway commissioner.
For the Township Trustee Board,
Robert M. Inyart received 2,237
votes, R. Thomas (Tom) Everett
received 2,129 votes, Frank (Pete)
Love received 1,954 votes and
Kenneth Ramsey received 1,902
votes.

want to see done."
Harris said that getting students involved with
Sll!delJ!,GovemmenUs the main thrust of the newly
f<)rme(l ':Now" party, which she is campaigning under.
One of the things the Now party would like to
accomplish is to improve Eastern's relationship with
the Charleston community, Harris said. She suggested
a roundtable that would be comprised of Eastern students and Charleston residents.
The panel would open communication between the
two groups, she said. She said that Student

:The. Dally

~tern

Government would also be able to point student organizations in the right direction when talking to the
Charleston community.
She said the Now party would also like to see more
multi-culturalism in integrated core classes. She suggested having more multi-culturalism in the existing
core classes, not proposing a new set of classes.
The party would also print up a series of booklets
that would explain financial aid to students in a clear,
concise manner, Harris said. The booklets would be
made available in residence halls.
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cil so Charleston voters had to
make a hard choice.
Candidate Greg Stewart
received 1,481 votes , or 11.29
percent of the vote. He lost his
bid to be re-elected to the city
council.
"There was a strong slate of
candidates running, well known
candidates," Stewart said.
Stewart said he wished the
winners of-the •electioa·fock--aed-'
app.rec.iated l:he ,opportunity to.
serve four years on the city council.
Keith Perry received 1,484
votes, or 11.32 percent of the
vote; John Bell received 1,348
votes, or 10.28 percent of the vote
and Ted Hartley received 1,059
votes, or 8.08 percent of the vote.
The total voter turnout was
3,735.
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COMMISSIONERSfro~pageone-Bougb was a friend of his.
Winnett said he also was looking forward to working with the
new city manager form of government. He said this will free up
the time of the city commissioners so they can do other things
besides go out on the job with
their superintendents.
Winnett is the owner of
Wiµne~t Plµmbing, Heating and
Electric. ·· ·
·
.
Scism received· 14.-19 percent
of the vote, or 1,861 votes.
"I'm very, very happy," Scism
said. He said he did not expect to
do as well.
When Scism was on the city
council four years ago, he said the
city hired many Eastern graduate
students for internships. Scism
said he would try to restart this
practice. Scism is an instructor at

de
$4

SAM ADAMS NIGHT

FREE pint glass to ftrst 72 customers (with purchase)

MAYORfrompageone _ _ _ __
implementing the Charleston
Tomom>w Plan.
CoriSin:atso plans on having an
open meeting with Eastern students
several times a y~ar so students can
voice their concerns and let the
government know what they want.
He also said he was interested in
looking at ways to get more parking available for students and residents during special events. at
Eastern.
During a debate last week
Cougill said he believes raising the
bar entry age has improved

PINT NIGHT

Add aFamily Salad and a2-Liter Soft Drink.
for just $3.65.
•2nd pizza is also 11~• Thin Crust One Topping.
Good 7Days a Ykek. on Garry-Out
through May 18, 1997 at

Charleston ·90918th Street

848-7818
Delivered forjust $100 morel
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·Parking ticket fines may rise
' By REAGAN BRANHAM
Managing editor
The Parking Committee Tuesday recommended
, doubling parking ticket fines that are not already
$40.
Tom Larson, university police chief, said tickets
for parking violations such as parking in no parking
zones, on grass and on sidewalks previously have
' been $20, or $ 10 if the ticket is paid within 48 hours.
The recommendation will make these tickets $40, or
$20 if they are paid for within 48 hours, which will
be equal to tickets given for other parking violations.
Larson said instead of parking in a lot without a
parking pass, some people park in other spots that
have smaller fines for the parking violation .
"What has been happening is that people commit
other parking violations with cheaper fines," Larson
said.
Larson said if the recommendation passes, the
only parking violation with less than a $40 fine will
be a meter violation, which has a $ 15 fine, or $7 .50
if it is paid within 48 hours.
Police officer Ron Osborne said when parking
fines increased to $40 per ticket last school year, the
number of parking tickets issued decreased significantly.
Osborne said $16,734 was generated from parking tickets in 1996, whjcb:was downfrom <$24,548
that'.was genet}t.ed ·in 1995;::'' •< ' .,
·
The Parking Committee also changed the recommendation that will increase the cost of parking permits to add a guarantee that at least 250 more spaces

will be available during the 1997-98 school year.
Although no land has been set aside for the new
parking lot, Larson said he hopes the lot will be
completed in the fall semester.
The recommendati on will increase the cost of ,
parking permits. for upperclassmen and staff members from $35 to $50 per year. The parking pennit ·
would cost $25 each semester, and $20 for the summer session if it is not paid for by the year.
Of the $ 15 increase, Larson said $ 10 will go
toward improvements in parking lots and $5 is
attributed to inflation.
In other parking business:
• The Parking Committee recommended adding
seven 15-minute meter parking spaces in front of
Coleman Hall, Booth Library, Buzzard Building,
Fine Arts Building and McAfe~ Gymnasium. The
committee recommended the spots be available
beginning in the summer term.
• The Parking Committee recommended changing
17 of the student parking spots in Lot W, which is
across from Lawson Hall, to staff parking spots.
• The Parking Committee recommended changing
student parking permits to hanging tags rather than
the stickers that are currently being given out.
Larson said this change would benefit students
who commute because these students would not
have to purchase a one-day pass or receive a ticket if
•they are not ;:ible to dri ve the car with the sticker in
the window each day.
All the recommendations made by the Parking
Committee mu st be approved by the President's Sheri Storer, a sophomore elementary education major, gives a presentation
in preparation f or the National American Forensics Association tournament
Council before the change is final.
Tuesday afternoon in Coleman Hall.

Speak up

First trial in connection with Mattoon murder begins
By ROB STROUD
City editor
The trial for one of the five men
charged in connection with the
Jan. 3 murder of a Mattoon man
began Tuesday.
Thomas Tesch, 29, 2305 Charleston Ave., Apt. 2 of Mattoon, is
accused of harboring Charles
Di!fn, 26, 2101 Cha·trl'~e, 'J
of'Mattoon, the main suspect in
the murder of Shane Ellison, from
police. Tesch is charged with concealing a fugitive and obstructing
justice.
Coles County States Attorney

Steve Ferguson called four witnesses including Gary Drum, the
brother of Charles Drum. Gary
Drum is charged with obstructing
justice for allegedly giving false
information to police.
Gary Drum, whose last know
address was at Tesch's apartment,
testified that Charles Drum came
to the apartment at 9 p.m. on Jan.
&. ·<!retry Drtm1 ~id he introduce4;;:
Charles Drum to Tesch as a friend ·'
from out of town named "Mike."
On Jan. 7, Gary Drum said he
returned to Tesch's apartment at 2
p.m. and discovered Charles Drum
was at the residence. Gary Drum

said Charles Drum and Tesch were
watching televi s ion when he
arrived, but he did not think they
had discussed Charles Drum 's real
identity.
Gary Drum said Charles Drum
told him to call Dana Drum, the
wife of their brother Thomas
Drum, 23, 1105 N. 28th in
Mattoon. Thomas Drum has been
charged With"firsr de'gfee' ·mu'ttlet ··
under accduttiabi1icy lha't tlt( "rudeo~ ..
and abetted" Charles Drum in the
murder of Shane Ellison.
Gary Drum said Charles Drum
wanted him to get a ride with Dana
Drum to go visit Thomas Drum at

the Coles County Jail.
Ferguson al s o c alled Daria
Drum to testify. Dana Drum .testified that she had talked to Gary
Drum on the phone and heard
Charles Drum's voice in the background.
After getting off the phone,
Dana Drum called the Mattoon
Police Department and gave them
Tesch'~phonenurho~r':'., •
-- ~ -,· ·

O'Dell said.
Gary Drum said he allowed the
police to enter the apartment, but
did not allow them to search it.
O ' Dell spoke with Tesch while
Deputy Chief Joe Plummer questioned-Gary Drum.
. "(Tesch} appeared to be very
cocky and arrogant," O'Dell said.
"He was very emphatic that he did
not know Ctjarles Drum."
· ·· '
Maito'6n ·rblice''thiefDave-' 'resch'm~in1ai~ed!~at' cfiarles
O'Dell testified the police used Drum was not in the residence,
this number to find the address for O'Dell said. Charles Drum then
Tesch's apartment. Gary Drum emerged from a closet as O'Dell
answered the door when the police and Plummer were about to leave
arrived at Tesch ' s apartment, to obtain a search warrant.
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needs a starting
place for individual
studies program
The proposed Individualized Studies Program, at
the moment, is a near-stagnant heap of unanswered

,...qOOB:tiru:tS.
·

A story The News should not have missed
Erin Olmsted, 17, a pupil and
star gymnast at Carl Sandburg
"An Eastern student
High School in Orland Township,
who
kills a girl
was killed on March 2 when the
in
a
drunk-driving
car she was riding in hit a telephone pole. Olmsted was described
accident while
by her godfather in the Chicago
working as a student
Sun-Times as "an all-American girl MATIHEW MARTIN
teacher at her high
in an all-American family, a
school is certainly
straight-A student who never Regular columnist
newsworthy. "
missed a curfew."
The tragic loss of this bright girl
was compounded, however, by the ,...,"",.,, . ,.,,,.,....... ,. . . .,.""'' ··. . . . . .,,,,,.. .,............,,,.,,,,,, ..,. . . ,. ., . ............,. ,,,,,,,.... , , ,.. . . . . . . . . . ,.,, . . . .,. . ,........ .
circumstances of her death and the resulting lack of coverage
by The Daily Eastern News.
The man driving the car that evening was Peter Watson, 23,
an Eastern student who was student teaching at Sandburg.
Test results released by Will County prosecutors showed
Watson had a blood-alcohol level of at least 0.1 and had been
smoking marijuana that evening.
According to Mokena Police Chief Stephen Pollak (again
in the Sun-Times), Watson and Olmsted had spent the evening
with Keith Sutton, 25, an assistant gymnastics coach at
Sandburg and Michelle Quinlan, 19, a former Sandburg gymnast. Sutton and Quinlan were also in the car when it crashed;
Sutton injured his hand, Quinlan remained unhurt.
Earlier in the evening, Watson had rented a motel room in
Frankfort Township where, Pollak said, the four spent time
drinking and playing cards. They were apparently trying to
get Olmsted home in time for her 1 a.m. curfew when the
accident occurred.
Investigators found 21 empty beer cans and three partially
filled ones in the motel room along with a small amount of
marijuana in Watson's glove compartment. Watson refused to
take a breathalyzer test but police took blood and urine samples after getting a search warrant.
Police originally cited Watson for drunken driving and
driving too fast for conditions. Prosecutors later dismissed the
tickets and charged Watson with reckless homicide, three
counts of aggravated driving under the influence of alcohol,
two counts of providing alcohol to minors and possession of
marijuana. Watson faces three to 14 years in prison if convicted of the reckless homicide charge.
The questions about and criticism of Watson's actions that

The Council on Academic Affairs, which is
responsible for voting on the program, has created a
subcommittee to research the proposal. But after
two weeks; the subcommittee has not even convened, let alone determined who will chair its meetmgs.
Students in the program
would be able to get an
••··•···•:crn••··,·····•·•····•·"
Eastern degree without
declaring a major, instead creating a curriculum that
the university goes not directly provide. It's an
experimental proposal.
J•
Questions already have arisen regarding how
people might land a job with a degree that ambiguously states "individualized studies." Oth~r ques.. tions asked included whether it WP\lld.mvtLi.S,a.ll, •.. :
..
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An enriching 35 years
at Eastern winds down
for retiring instructor

-Sophocles

-Matthew Martin is a senior journalism major and a regular
columnist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
cumdm@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu.
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fAet'I et flt judgment oft ignore the good
1'tllt Res within their hands, till they
hive· '8lt it.

erect this story at all?
I personally went through every back issue of the The
News from March 3 to March 31 and didn't find so much as a
mention ofthis story.
Erin Olmsted's death is so horrible that many people may
want to ignore it or pretend it never happened. If we don't
think about it, the impact of what happened is easier to bear.
But a newspaper's job is to report on relevant, newsworthy
events no matter how unseemly or unpleasant they may be.
An Eastern student who kills a girl in a drunk-driving accident while working as a student teacher at her high school is
certainly newsworthy. In my opinion, it's front-page news.
This paper is supposed to be our source for news about
Eastern. As much as students complain about it, they still read
and rely on the The News to tell them what's going on. There
is no excuse for missing a story as important as this.
In my review of almost a month's worth of issues, I found
crime stories totally unrelated to Eastern, more cloning articles than I care to mention and sev~ral articles Wld columns
on Charleston's mayoral race, which surely was ignored by
90 percent of Eastern students.
Ironically, though, The News covered a speech given by the
m&naging editor of the Chicago paper The Citizens.
According to the story, he urged in-depth reporting in order to
give newspaper readers more information.
I guess The News' staff wasn't paying very close attention
that day.

1(

These queries are the reason this CAA subcom-r1J
~
mittee exists. It needs to begin researching this
f
c:;
V
JI ·· ·
experiment. Presently, the proposal is like an experiment resting on the counter in a science classroom
in which one student is asleep and his lab partner
has ditched class.
Granted, since the program is an experiment, the
CAA could file away the proposal, never to discuss
it again. But the program has generated interest
enough to make the issue important.
The subcommittee needs to meet with immediacy and create a research time line for the program.
The CAA intends to vote on it in three or four
weeks.
~~. 111.e CAA will re-evaluate the pro'1\.vo years, This clouds the issue further,
·however, for if the program gets dumped, an uncertain fate would await those already enrolled in an
individualized curriculum. Those few would be the
only Eastern students in the university's history
with such degrees, rendering their job searches that
much more ominous.
Individualized studies would be a major change
for the university, and the CAA must not take it Dear editor:
In a few weeks, like many of you, I
~lightly,.Otherwise, the program's formative stages
will be packing my books, clearing my
~may resemble those of Eastem's University College
desk, removing pictures from my office
: proposal, which is an important restructuring of walls - leaving my formal association
Academic Development that has been deliberated with Eastern Illinois University. At the
campuswide for more than a year, remaining close of this semester, I will retire from
unclear to this day.
teaching in the department of zoology.
Looking into individualized studies as soon as
My association with Eastern has been
possible will leave the CAA better prepared to han- long and loving. Since 1963, when I
dle the issue and address the various questions arrived as a faculty wife, I have also
about the proposal, which has seemed to pique the been an Eastern parent (two of my four
daughters and one son-in-law received
interest of the body it most directly affects.

' ' tociay's

night are obvious. What were he
and Sutton, both men in their mid20s, doing in a motel room with a
17-year-old student of theirs?
What was Watson thinking, as a
student teacher, giving beer to two
underage girls? And why did he
take the huge risk of driving when
he was clearly drunk?
But another question this incident raises is why, in the month
since this accident occurred, has
The Daily Eastern News not cov-

undergraduate degrees here), a student,
a graduate student and, since 1979, a
faculty member. Some of my teaching
time involved a joint appointment, as I
was "shared" by the departments of
zoology and speech communication.
For nearly 35 years, Eastern has been
a very important part of my life. In
many ways, it has shaped my interests,
activities and the person who I am. I
owe a great debt of gratitude to many

your
outstanding professors and colleagues
who have guided and assisted me in my
learning and teaching.
TO STUDENTS: During these years,
I have held the pleasure of teaching
thousands of Eastern students. I have
truly loved this task! Year after year, I
find you to be bright, curious, idealistic.
Your dreams for the future and your
willingness to work hard to realize them
continually reassure me the 21st century
is in good hands!
I have been privileged to share in
your education. On some days, I felt I
learned from you as much as I taught,
reminding me how much learning is
really a partnership between teacher and
learner. You helped me see things in
new light. You exposed me to your
world. You shared with me your "eureka" moments. And so many times, you
energized me with your own vibrance. I
thank you for all those rewarding experiences!
TO COLLEAGUES: My wish for
this university is that it continue to pros-

per. I believe that will happen if the
focus remains on the students. They are
our reason for being. While we do supply other ancillary benefits - service,
research, creativity, culture, citizenship,
preservation of knowledge, etc. - providing education to students is our
MOST important task. (And whatever
is in second place is not even close!)
As changes are made, they should
always be evaluated as to how they
impact students and their learning process. Student needs and requirements
should be the principle guiding policies.
If we keep them uppermost in our
considerations, then Eastern will prosper; the university mission statement
will be supported and personal satisfactions will be high.
As I move on, I know that the space I
now occupy can and will be filled by
others. I am sure it will be done credibly, but it will never be done by one
who loves doing it more! I have had a
very special opportunity to serve. I shall
continue to pledge my support and loyalty to Eastern and her students.

Ferne Rogers
zoology instructor
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·se,riate,~tO-diSCUss-recyc1iriQ
By MATI ADRIAN
Student government editor
The Student Senate tonight will discuss a resolution to recommend ways that Eastern's faculty and
students can reduce the amount of paper used in
the classroom.
The senate will meet at 7 p.m. in the Arcola/Tuscola Room in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The resolution suggests that faculty members
reduce the amount of paper used by copying on the
front and back of paper, condensing information to
112 or 114 of a page and use more overheads in the
classroom.
"(The resolution) is for faculty and students to
stress the importance of reducing the paper used,
and to recycle the paper used," said senate member
Doug Stepansky. Paper makes up 50 percent of the
waste from Eastern, Stepansky said.
Eastern must reduce its waste stream by 40 percent, because of federal mandate. Currently,
Eastern has reduced its waste stream by 28 percent.
Stepansky said he wants to send the recommendation to the department heads to educate them of
ways that they can reduce the amount of paper
used.
The Student Senate also will be looking at a resolution that would give the Minority Teachers
Education Association {MTEA) $300 for its third
annual conference.
Kiley Allen, MTEA president, said the money

Phi

would be used to pay for advertising, fliers and
four rooms in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. The money would also be used
to pay for lunches for speakers at the conference.
In old business:
• The senate will continue discussion of a resolution on tuition waivers. The resolution would ask
students if they think Student Government executive members should receive tuition waivers.
The question would be attached to the spring
student body election ballots. The question would
be used to gauge student opinion on the issue. At
the last senate meeting, the issue was tabled and a
sub-committee was formed to discuss the issue and
resubmit the referendum at the next senate meeting.
Jackie McGrath, chair ;)f the sub-committee,
said the members of the committee suggested the
referendum be amended to add five or six more
questions to the ballot. The additional questions
would make the overall referendum more specific.
The new questions would help the student senate
members create legislation that would meet student
concerns on the issue, McGrath said.
• The senate also will look at a bill that would
remove party affiliations from the student body
election ballots. If passed, the bill would go into
affect during the fall 1997 student body election.
• The senate also is sponsoring a forum for students who want to learn more about Student
Government at 6 p.m. in the Shelbyville Room in
the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

Exiled Nobel Prize .winner to visit

Hours
Mon-Thurs
10am-1 :30am
Fri-Sat
1Oam-2:30am
Sun
1Oam-Midnight

By TRACY BROWN
Activities editor

leges in Illinois by satellite.
knows who he is," Coker said.
Students at Eastern can take
Soyinka attended the university
part in the question and answer at Ibadan and Leeds in England.
Students and faculty members session at 2:30 p.m. in the Cole- He later returned to his homeland
Thursday will be given the man Hall Auditorium.
in Nigeria.
chance to meet the man who has
Ni Coker, director of AfricanIn 1964, Soyinka founded his
been exiled from his country, and American Studies, said, "Students own company called the Orisun
yet won the Nobel Prize for his will be given the chance to learn Theatre Company, where he
works in literature.
about his journey and how.it feels began producing his own plays.
Wole Soyinka, a world-re- to win a Nobel Prize."
In 1994, Soyinka has lived in
nowned author, will read some of
Coker ~aid people will hear exile since he fled Nigeria after
his famous poems an~ays at 7 Soyinka's consistency of conq::rn being accused of treason in conp.nf/ .jJi thlS:'~MfJeeture:'!~r7'fmmaii.~rigbts and Charltistoff.·-nection-with a series-of bombings
hall.
residents will be able to meet a of anny installations by the miliPrior to the presentation, well-known person outside their tary government.
Soyinka will be at the University own small town.
He now faces death by the govof Illinois in Champaign-Urbana
"It (not knowing who Soyinka ernment of Nigeria if he returns.
where students will be able to ask is) is a regional thing. Everyone
The presentation is free of
him questions from various col- in California and New York charge and open to the public.

Store hours
Mon-Thurs
10-8
Friday 10-5
Saturday 10-5
Sunday 1-5

------------.----------14" one Item
Perfec!rLunch
Midnight Munch
.
one ~mall . .
one topping pizza

$422

~~

tl\I anJWen the questions that
helps buUiesses worldwide
mmh.~r products to the rlPt
marUcs. crme new products with
an outsttndfng cl'lance of suwm.
and boost their own efkieney and

Tuesday and Wednesday April 1·• and 2°d

I2 Price 20% off

Quilted Jackets
Eastern Sweatshirts
Selected T-Shirts
Jerseys, Sweatshirts,
Ties
$5 table
Values to $20.

New Merchandise
Shorts
T-Shirts
Jerseys
$1 Table
odds and ends

Bargains Galore!
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Client Database Specialist
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By BRITT CARSON
News editor
The Charleston City Council
Tuesday voted to place the $14.7
million municipal budget on file
for public inspection.
The budget, which totals
$14,758,705, contains a 85.5 percent increase in the contingency
fund from $40,000 to $275,91 8.
Mayor Dan Cougill said this was
due to the re-routing of funds
within the budget. He said he and
the city clerk took all the "extra"
money in each department that
wasn't used and combined it into
the contingency fund.
;"A f;st. inajority of all the cuts
aOd lih_!'I i.tCrit cptba<;:ks went into
the contingency fund, " Cougill
said.
He said the fund is controlled
by the city council and will make

more money available for important projects. Cougill explained
that some departments have to
budget in major repairs on vehicles in case they break down.
However, there is no guarantee
that the vehicles will break down,
and the money might not get
used.
Under the 1997-98 budget, if a
department needs the money for
repairs or priority projects, they
can come to the city council and
make a request to obtain the
money.
The budget also includes a 31
percent increase for the waste
water treatment plant from
$972,930 to $1.4 million.
The city clerk and the mayor
estimate the cost it will take to
run the city and figure out the
assessment on the all the property
in Charleston. They also take into

account any new construction that
took place in Charleston and the
estimated value of the buildings.
Cougill attributed the $548,138
increase in the budget from last
year to the increased value of
property and from the value of
newly constructed buildings in
Charleston. The increase in that
number equals an increase in the
amount of money the ci ty
receives from the state.
The council will vote on the
budget at their next meeting on
April 15.
The council al so passed an
ordinance for a license agreement
with Roy and Sharon Finney. The
Finneys have requested to build a
garage that would overlap a storm
sewer. The agreement states that
if the city needs to repair the
drain, the Finneys will pay to reroute the drain around the garage.

University Theatre Presents
1§!1.@W !Qlffe.INJ(1'::[g @INI 'TI'IXJ [g
~0!1.!1.DINI @ @IR\@!LlJINJ!Ql
BY William Hanley
8 p.m. April 2, 3, 4, 5
2 p.m. April 6
in the Studio
Doudna Fine Arts Center
$8 adult, $6 faculty/staff/senior, $3.50 student

Great Apartments
Now Leasing for 97-98

•Balconies & Patios
•Apts. for 2, 3, or 4 people
•Furnished
•Laundry facilities

•Central A ir
•Reasonable utilities
•24 hour maintenance
•Free off-street parking

•Swimming pool & sun deck

LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APTS
(across from Carman Hall) .
2219 S. 9th St. #17

345-6000

Winners announced for Faculty Senate
By CHAD GALLAGHER
ences, 17 write-in votes.
• Enrollment Man agement
Staff.writer·
Special Education : Chri sty Advisory Committee (seats go to
~..
,
· Hooser, instructor of special educa- the top vote-getters in each col'\ the Faculty Senate announced tion, 14 votes.
lege):
At Large: Sandra Schroeder,
College of Arts and Humanities:
Tuesday the winners of the Spring
1997 faculty elections with 221, or assistant professor in student teach- Rosemary Buck, assistant profes44 percent, of the 502 eligible fac- ing department, 21 votes; James sor of English, 32 votes; Howard
ulty casting ballots.
McGaughey, assistant professor of Price, assistant professor of jourThe results of the Spring 1997 botany, 10 votes.
· nalism, 13 votes.
Faculty Elections are as follows:
• Academic Program Elim• Council on University Plan• Faculty Senate (seats go to the inatioo Review Committee (seat ning and Budget (seats go to the
goes to the top vote-getter):
top vote-getters in each departtop five vote-getters):
Physical Education, Leisure ment):
Eleanor E. Midkiff, associate
professor of psychology, 144 Studies, Health Studies: Lori
College of Arts and Humanities:
votes; Gail Lockart, assistant pro- Davis, assistant professor of physi- David Carpenter, professor of
fessor of accounting and finance, cal education, 20 votes; John J. English, 2 1 votes; Gail Mason,
123 votes; Bonnie D. Irwin, assis- Weber., assistant professor of professor of speech communications, 21 votes. Carpenter won on a
tant professor of English, 122 leisure studies, 17 votes.
votes; Nancy Marlow, associate
• Admissions Review Com- coin flip conducted by the chair of
professor of management/market- mittee (seats go to the top vote-get- the Elections Committee.
ing, 118 votes; JotutJlllison, asso- .. . . , '!JCh c.olleg@)i _~ f" .,.-,i ~- ~
College.of.Business and Applied
cfate professor 6f'l!'ftglish, 97 , ~~'OfBusiness and Applied"~ Scleni::'~s: 'Hahk'.'DaVis: prtjfessot'of ''"
votes; Lankford Walker, associate Sciences (two-year term) : Ed accounting and finance, 23 votes;
professor accounting and finance, Marlow, professor of manage- Larry D. Helsel, professor in the
82 votes.
mentfmarketing, 43 votes.
school of technology, 19 votes;
• Council on Academic Affairs
College of Education and Ronald I. Sutliff, professor in the
(seats go to the top three vote-get- Professional Studies (one-year school of technology, 11 votes.
term) : Deborah Wolf, associate
Library Media Services: Karl
ters):
Tim Mason, associate professor professor of physical education, 49 Bridges, associa te professor in
of economics, 124 votes; J ii 1 votes.
Booth Library, two votes.
Owen, associate professor physical
College of Arts and Humanities
• University Personnel Comeducation, 122 votes; Bill Addison, (three-year term): Evelyn Good- mittee (seats go to the top vote-getprofessor of psyc hology, I 06 rick, professor of journalism. 48 ters in each department):
votes; Pat Fewell, associate profes- votes.
Education departme nts: Ron
sor of secondary education , 88
College of Sciences (two-year Gholson, professo r of secondary
te rm ): assistant professor of education of secondary education,
votes.
• Council on Graduate Studies botany, 64 votes.
19 votes; Judith J. lvarie, professor
• Sanctions and Termination of speech education. 15 votes.
(seats go to the top vote-getters in
Hearing Committee (seats go to
Family and Consumer Sciences
each college):
College of Sciences: Gen ie 0 . the top vote-getters in each col- and Technology: Jayne Ozier, proLenihan, professor of psychology, lege):
fessor of childcare resource and
37 votes; Robert Fischer, assistant
At Large: William Weber, pro- referral, 14 votes; Mahyar Tzadi,
professor of zoology, 30 votes.
fessor of economics, 135 votes.
professor in the school of technoloCollege of Business and Applied
College of Sciences: John B . gy, 11 votes.
Sciences: Ping Liu, professor in the Best, professor of psychology, 64
Botany, Geology/Geography,
school of technology, 26 votes; votes; Belayet Khan, associate pro- Zoology : Andrew S. Methven,
Waldo L. Born, associate professor fessor of geology, 13 votes.
professor of botany, 24 votes.
of acco unting and financ e, 23
College of Business and Applied
• University Personnel Comvotes.
Sciences: Christie L. Roszkowski, mittee Alternates (seats go to the
College of Education and associate professor of manage- top vote-getters in each departJ?rofessjonal Studi es: Rori R . ment/marketing, 52 votes.
ment):
Carson; a8sociate professor of speCollege of Education and
Sp eec h /C ommuni catio n ,
Professional Studies and Library: Psychology, Communications
cial education, 35 votes.
• Council on Teacher Education Veronica P. Stephen, associate pro- Disorders and Sciences: Christine
(seats go to the top vote-getter in fessor of elementary and junior McCormick, professor of psycholeach department):
high education, 48 votes.
ogy, 25 votes.
Technology, Famil y and
College of Arts and Humanities:
Engli sh , Foreign Language,
Co~sumer Sciences: Lucy CampSusan Kaufman, professor of jour- Journalism: Ruth Hoberman, proanis, fam ily and consumer sci- nalism, two write-in votes.
fessor of English, 34 votes.
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By CHRIS WISE
Staff writer
A miniature shantytown will
take over the Booth Library Quad
from noon today to noon
Thursday in an attempt to raise
awareness and money for the
homeless.
Habitat for Humanity, which
sponsors the event, is building the
shantytown for the third straight
year.
"Our main goal is to raise
awareness to the fact that there is
a homeless problem in the Charleston/Mattoon area and that it is a
problem that students can help to
solve," said Krissy Willey, vice
president of the Eastern chapter of
Habitat for Humanity and coordinator of Shantytown.

Shantytown encourages participants to seek donations for spending 24 hours in cardboard boxes
which will be spread out in the
quad. Those participating in the
event shake cans for loose change
as students walk to class.
"We raised nearly $1,000 last
year and we hope to go above and
beyond that this year," she said.
A new feature in this year's
event is "The House that EIU
Built." Campus organizations
were asked to donate $25 for a 2
feet by 4 feet piece of plywood to
be decorated by their group. The
plywood, which will be used to
help build the next house for
Habitat for Humanity, will be displayed in the shape of a house in
the south quad during the event.
Along with the Habitat for

Humanity members, students
Brian Giller of Normal and
Bridget Walsh of Bolingbrook
have volunteered to participate as
well as members from the Christian Campus House, Delta Sigma
Theta, Phi Epsilon Mu and the
Sigma Phi Epsilon new member
class.
Twenty-three campus organizations donated $25 to the cause.
Eastem's chapter of Habitat for
Humanity works with the Coles
County chapter to build an average of three houses per year. Recently, the groups have begun
building a shed along with each
house they have constructed in the
area.
The event will be open to
Eastern students and the public
rain or shine.

Senate tables task force plans
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Staff writer

ulty staffing versus ASPs is not because that matter is
currently being investigated by the administration and
labor relations board.
The Counseling Center task force report suggests
.not including the center in the proposed University
College.
Evans said despite that recommendation, the
Counseling Center is still a part of the proposed
University College.
"(The task force on the University College) is very
interested in the advice from the senate, which will be
voted on next week," Evans said.
The seven task force recommendations that the
senate will vote on Tuesday include:
• Return to emphasizing direct counseling services
for students rather than the recent tendency to emphasize career counseling/study skills.
• Hire a part-time psychiatrist to evaluate severity of
patient problems.
• Limit to students the total number of center visits at
8 per semester with some flexibility.
• Allow. the center to rem.ail) autonom9us and sug-

. ~·The Faci.dty Senate Tuesday highlighted seven recominendations within the Counseling Center task
force report but decided to wait until next week to
approve, alter or abolish each of the seven suggestions.
Senate members disagreed over whether some of
the seven recommendations were relevant to senate
input.
Senate member Pat Lenihan said the senate should
not be commenting on issues pertaining to the center's staffing, but instead those decisions should come
from current staff and administrators in the center.
"We should only be looking into the mission of the
Counseling Center and whether changes to its mission are being made from the top down," Lenihan
said. "Who are we to tell a clinical unit how to staff!"
French Fraker, task force and senate member, said
staff changes should involve the senate because faculty and tenure-track status is affected.
..
. . . ..
"lt is cbrn'geto.Mt()\.tn•~e~"faculty-!tM::f.~1tst,.ir:htii-~ome part <if.the proi>Qsei.l bmversii:y ·
replace them with ASPs (academic support posi- College.
tions)," Fraker said. "This is a concern of the senate •Keep the center as an academic unit.
because some of our own (faculty) are being left out." • Employ three Ph.D level staff with faculty status
Charles Evans, a member of the Counseling Center and three staff as Academic Support Professionals.
task force and a member of the task force on the pro- • Continue faculty status among half of the center's
posed University College, said the discussion of fac- full-time employees.
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Now FREE REFILL on Popcorn (J Drinks!
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EVERYONE· NEEDS

MORE
MONEY!
Right?
·SO ... why not sell your
unwanted items in

DONNIE BRA~CO .
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YOUNGSTOWN
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Spacious 2 Bedroom
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lit' 24 Hr. Maintenance
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Central Air
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Services Offered
SAVE MONEY on your motorcycle and car insurance with our
downstate discounts. Call BILL
HALL 345" 7023 or stop by HALL
INSURANCE 1010 East Lincoln.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/3
TATTOO'S:SCRAPE'S PLACE.
348-117 4. Hours Tuesday-Friday
2-8 p.m. Saturday 12-6 p.m. 624
West State.

CAMP COUNSELORS wanted
for Michigan boys/girls summer
camps. Teach: swimming, canoeing, sailing, water skiing, gymnastrcs, riflery, archery, tennis, golf,
sports, computers, camping,
crafts, dramatics, OR riding. Also
-kitchen;· office, maintenance.
Salary $1300 or more plus R&B.
Camp LWC/GWC. 1765 Maple,
Nfld., IL. 60093. 847-446-2444
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/2
#1 RANKED FUNDRAISER-Your
group, club, Frat./Sor. can raise
up to $200 ... $500 ... $1000 in one
week. Minimal hrs/effort required.
Call 800:925-5548, Access Code
22. Participants receive FREE
Sport Camera just for calling.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/10
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY.1-}viENT-Fisl:ling industry. Learn
how students can earn up to
$2,850/mo
+
benefits
(room/board). Call Alaska
Information Services: 1-800-2075365 Ext A57381.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/4
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING-Plus
forests, beach resorts, ranches,
rafting companies. Nationwide
openings. Call (919)918-7767 ext
R149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/22
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-Earn to
$3000-$6000+/month in fisheries,
park,
resorts.
Airfare!
Food/Lodging! Get all the options.
Call (919) 918-7767 ext A149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/22
NEW restaurant coming soon,
CODY'S
ROAD
HOUSE,
Mattoon. Taking applications for
cooks, dishwashers, hostesses,
wait staff, bus people. Apply in
pe~son __ at G_9win:? F;le~taurant &
Catering, 1700 . Broadway,
Mattoon. Tues & Thurs. 10 a.m. 1 p.m., 4 p.m. - 7 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/14
FULL TIME ADULT ADVOCATE
POSITION WORKING WITH
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE VICTIMS
AND THEIR CHILDREN. Must
have reliable transportation and
proof of insurance. Need to be
flexible and self-motivated. Verbal
and written skills a plus. Master
degree in counseling/ group
experience preferred. Send
resume to CADV P.O. Box 372.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/10
FARM
HELP
WANTED.
Experience preferred. Call after 3
p.m. or leave message on the
machine 348-8906.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/9

WAITRESS WANTED PART
TIME, apply in person after 4 PM,
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln,
Charleston.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/3
CRUISE LINES HIRING-Earn to
$2000+/month plus free world
travel (Europe, Caribbean, etc).
No exp. necessary. Free
room/board. (919)918-7767 ext
C149.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/22
RAPIDLY GROWING MASSAGE
BUSINESS: needs ladies, make
lots of cash fast. No experience
necessary. Call Panthers 3480288
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
CAMP
STAFFSeparate
Northern Minnesota boys camp
and girls camp. Seeking high
energy, caring individuals as
counselors .to instruct water skiing, board sailing, swimming, sailing, horseback riding, mountain
biking, archery, gymnastics, and
back packing. Make a difference
in a child's life. June 11 to August
13. Call 314-567-3167.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/9
ELDERLY COUPLE NEEDS
ASSISTANCE IN HOME with
daily needs some assistance
walking. Experience preferred but
not necessary, 12,24, or 48 hr
shifts. $90 per day. Call 3455969.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _417
PART TIME JOBS! Interim
Personnel has openings for parttime employees. Work evenings,
mornings, or full days on Monday,
Wednesday & Friday. Customer
service & some computer experience required. Great opportunities for students! Apply at Interim
Personnel 820 A Broadway,
Mattoon 235-2299/345-2211.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/4

$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
MAILING OUR CIRCULARS. For
info call 301-429-1326
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/5
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell
Avon. Call 345-4197 or 235-1544
for information!

'

'

'

5/5

FUNDRA.lSER: MOTJVAt'-ED
GROUPS NEEDED to earn $500
+ promoting ATT, Discover, gas
and retail cards. Since 1969
we've helped 1OOO's of groups
raise the money they need. Call
Gina at (800)592-2121 Ext: 110.
Free CD to qualified callers.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5

AMAZING RESULTS start now!
No experience needed. Finest
training anywhere. Full/part time.
High income potential. Call 3374921 ext. 102
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/4
$1000'S POSSIBLE TYPING.
Part time. At home. Toll free 1800-218-9000 Ext T-2262 for listin gs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/2
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Name: _________________
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Under Classification o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Person accepting ad. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Compositor _ _ _ __
Payment:

mount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Cash

0 Check

0 Credit

Check number_ _ _ _ _ __

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Student

0

Yes

$1000'S POSSIBLE READING
BOOKS. Part time. At home. Toll
free. 1-800-218-9000 Ext R-2262
for listings.
4/2

Wanted
LOSE WEIGHT WHILE YOU
SLEEP, the healthy way. No diet,
no exercise, all natural. Call 3457413.
--------...,,....,-4/14
WANTED: 100 STUDENTS. Lose
5-100 lbs. New metabolism
breakthrough. R.N. assisted. Free
gift. $35 fee 1-800-579-1634
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/10

Roommates
FEMALE ROOMMATES WANTED TO LIVE IN APARTMENT.
Close to campus, Fully furnished.
Monthly rent-$159. Please Call
Dottie or Jamie at 581-3052.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/10
NEEDED: one person for BRITTANY RIDGE for fall of 97. 5812252
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/3
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED.
Fall 97. Share with one person.
Rent $200. 618-945-9251
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/3

Sublessors
PARK PLACE SUBLESSORS
NEEDED. Close to campus.
Furnished. Rent negotiable. 3485597
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 417
NEEDED: 1 OR 2 SUBLESSORS
FOR A NICE 2 BEDROOM
APARTMENT close to campus
and night life! For information call
348-8786.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/2
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED 2
rooms, ale, parking, dishwasher,
OJ_DTOWNE apts. Call 348-0058.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/3
SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
FABULOUS PARK PLACE
APARTMENT. Price negotiable.
345-1165.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/2
·SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEEDED: Furnished 3 bedroom apartment close to campus. Rent
negotiable. Park Place. 3454756.
- - - - - - - - - - 4/9
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER
97,
2
BDRM,
Furnished apartment close to
campus. Call 345-4398.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/3
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEEDED IMMEDIATELY. Close to campus, best rent deal available! Call
immediately 348-0016 Tim.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/2
SUMMER: LARGE 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENT, furnished, AC,
close to campus, rent negotiable.
Call 345-4781
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/4

ACROSS

Classified Ad Form

no. words/days
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0

No

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to read:

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec.utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day.10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

1 Promise
5 Lowers, as the
lights
9 Biblical queen's
home
14 Peculiar: Prefix
t5 Olympics event
since 1900
11 Ached (for)
11 Emulated the
sirens
11 "Alas!"
19 End of a Pindar
poem
20 Mythological
sculptor who
really loved his
work
22 Church niches
23 "Shake - - !"
24 Round, full do
21 Court matter

SUBLESSOR NEEDED for nice 1
bedroom apt. Low rent. Available
5-15-97. Call 348-7062 leave
message.
-------=-=c-=~4/4
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR
SUMMER. Nice, furnished 2 bedroom house. Close to campus.
Call 348-0187
4/4
~S_U_B_L_E-,-S-,-SO.,,.-R~S-N_E_E=-D~E=-D=-=FoR

PARK PLACE APARTMENT. 2
Bedrooms, ale, dishwasher, furnished. Call 348-1705.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/4
SUMMER SUBLESSORS NEEDED: furnished 3 bedroom apartment close to campus, Royal
Heights. Call 348-0065.
- - - - - - - - - c c -__ 417
2 SUBLESSORS WANTED-Apt.
close to campus. $130/mo. each
plus utilities. Call Karyn or Tracy
348-0892.
----,---c-=-=--=--=-=4/4
3 or 4 SUBLESSORS FOR
PARKPLACE. Large, neat 3 bedroom apartment. Call 345-9750.
----------,-4/2
SUBLESSORS NEEDED for 2
bedroom apartment close to campus. Rent negotiable and possible extended lease. 348-0198.
4/8

For Rent
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES FOR 9798 SCHOOL YEAR. $235/month
12 mo. lease. Call 345-3148.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/5
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1997.
McArthur
Manor.
QuietFurnished-2 Bedroom Apartment.
345-2231.
---,----.,.-..,..,-::-cc-:,.......,.-,5/5
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 AND
6 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 1400
square feet. Available summer or
fall of 1997. 6 blocks north of
Hardees. Off street parking available. Reasonable utilities. Ask
about 8% rent discount. Phone
345-7225.
---,---..,.-=-.,..,-::,..,..,-:,.....,-:::-5/5
FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, 1300 SQUARE
FEET apartment. Available summer or fall of 1997. 6 blocks north
of Hardees. Off street parking
available. Reasonable utilities.
Ask about 8% rent discount.
Phone 345-9531.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/5
ONLY ONE LEFT! One bedroom,
unfurnished apartment- all utilities
paid! NO PETS, NO PARTIES!
Quiet building!! 345-6759
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/5
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
Furnished apartments, patios,
balconies, air, pool, sundeck,
close to campus, 24-hour maintenance appointment 345-6000.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
UPSTAIRS 4 BEDROOM APT. 1
block north of campus on 9th.
345-6621 leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/3

29 Scott of
antebellum
legal fame
31 Crooked
35 Gladiator's
place
37 Require
39Vintage
designation
40 "Nana" author
41 Nasal passage
42 38-Down, for
example
43 German river
44Disable
a With glee
48 Deliver, in a way
48 Middle: Prefix
llO Slalom curve
51 Mineral suffixes
A Emulates
Xanthippe
SS Defeat

For Rent

For Rent
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT FURNISHED. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
Call 345-2363.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE FOR 2, 3, OR 4 PEOPLE. Furnished. Dishwasher.
Garbage disposal. Trash paid.
Call 345-2363. Apartments available.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/5
SUMMER '97 ONLY. Furnished 5
bedroom apartment. One efficiency period. Phone 345-7225.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.5/5
AVAILABLE FOR 97-98-Two bedroom furnished and unfurnished
apartments. 10/12 month leases.
Water and trash included. 947 4th
street. No pets allowed. Call 3487746 for appointment.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _5/5
NOW LEASING, LARGE 3 BR
FURNISHED APT. 97-98 school
year Call 345-3664 after 1O a.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/4

LARGE 3 & 4 BEDROOM FOR 4·
6 PEOPLE. FURNISHED, DISH·
WASHER, GARBAGE DISPOSAL. TRASH PAID. AVAILABLE
FALL 97. 345-2363.
- - - - - - - - - - 5/5
NEW DELUXE, LOFT STYLE, 2
BEDROOM APARTMENT downtown Mattoon. 1 yr. lease. 3488406
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 5/5
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM
APARTMENT. Close to Campus.
For 2 quiet, older students. No
smoking, No pets, No parties!
Reference and deposit required.
348-0979 after 3 p.m.

__________4n

1-2 BEDROOM APT. 10 and 12
mo. lease. Trash. Furnished. No
pets. 345-4602
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/4
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apart·
ment fully furnished, central air.
Lincolnwood Apartments, building
2216, #204:Last 2nd floor balcony. Call 345-6000.

s

,,,,;;;,;;,;;;;-;;;;;;";&«:r::m:c

IB::?.::"™-~'*>*'.X:::

DELTA SIGMA THETA It's Your Body Bash 97 Physique Show tonight
at 7 p.m. in the University Ballroom.
PSI CHI Meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the lounge. Elections night. Come
hear the student perspective on the MSW program at U of J.
GAMMA PHI Pl SORORITY Christian Women's Conference is
Saturday, April 5 from 9 a.m. - 2 p.m. on 3rd floor of MLK Union.
Inspirational workshops for kids, teen, women and men! For registra·
tion info call 581-2367 or 581-5740.
DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH COMMUNICATION "Behind the Scenes
of a Network TV Sports Production" today at 3 p.m. in Coleman Hall
117. EIU Professor Bob Sterling discusses his work as a crew member
for ABC-TV's coverage of auto racing. Also, "Careers in Interpersonal
and Organizational Communication" today at 4:30 p.m. in Coleman
232. Panel discussion featuring EIU alumni and faculty members.
Finally, a guest lecture at 7 p.m. in LS 201. Speech by Fileman Lopez,
Senior Vice President of Advertising Sales for Comcast Cable
Communications. Part of Speech Communication Week.
SAFCS-ALL SECTIONS Baked potato bar and combined meeting
tonight at 5 p.m. in Kiehm 210.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Active meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Casey
Room-MLK Union. Please be aware of the change in location and
please be prompt. Call Michelle T or Lisa Am if unable to attend.
Service Committee Meeting tonight at 6 p.m. and Fundraising
Committee Meeting at 7 p.m. in the APO office. Membership
Committee Meeting tonight at 6:30 p.m. in Lawson Lobby.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Meeting tonight at 5:30 p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room-MLK Union. Bring Missa's money if you purchased pants from her.
NEWMAN CAT~91,.IG GENT.ER Tbe Sacrament of Reconciliati.on
tonight from 8-9 p.m. and Mass will be held-tonight at-9-'p.m.-at the
Newman Chapel, located on the corner of 9th and Lincoln.
HAITI CONNECTION Meeting tonight at 5 p.m. in the Newman
Lounge.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT ORGANIZATION Weekly meeting
tonight at 6 p.m. in the Martinsville-MLK Union.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP Bible study at 7 p.m. at the
Christian Campus House.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activities and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.

saAthenian
princess who
was turned into
a nightingale
63 Ouzo flavoring
64 Mother of Helen
of Troy
u Gen. Bradley
ee Arboreal animal
87 Ticked off
18Forkprong
88Snake, to
Medusa?
TO Prepare
49-Down
71 Generations

DOWN
1 Thin strand
2 Singer Anita
3Cabal
63
4 Inflexible
teaching
5 Narc's collar
e Daughter of
69
Agamemnon
and
Puzzle by D. J. DeChrlalopher
Clytemnestra
28 Graf rival
45 Kind of dancer
7 Office note
30 Casual cotton
47 Pronounces
a" ... like you've
32 Eagle's home
49 Some lunches
--ghost!"
33 Things to be
52 Divvy up
s Weapons for
filed
54Slew
the Myrmidons
34 Classical10 Queen of the
55 Creator of
sounding cities
Amazons
Mickey and
in New York and
11 Son of Seth
Goofy
Michigan
12 Eliot hero
38 Youth who fell in
13 Lime coolers
love with his
21 "Everyone Says I
reflection
Love You" actor
25 Hula hoops and 38 Another name
for the Furies
such
28 Chin smoother
41 Bob Hoskins's
role in "Hook"
27Wearaway

H Lollapalooza

57 Frost
59 Leander's lover
60 Nabob of the
Near East
61 One of Artie's
exes
62 Greek war god
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Journalism Month offers insight to media in society
By TRACY BROWN
Activities editor
The university and the community will
be given the opportunity to learn about the
many assets of journalism in our society
and world this month.
Journalism Month provides students in
journalism and outside of journalism with
a chance to see the many opportunities of
the field.
"We will have a variety of speakers and
panels of how journalism and society relate
with one another," said Les Hyder, chair of
the journalism department.
Ken Bode, moderator for PBS' "Wash-

professor of journalism, American Studies
and Latin American Studies at the
University of Texas, will be speaking on
April 10 at 7 p.m. in the Booth Library
Lecture Hall.
A panel discussion on freedom of
speech will be held on April 2s· at 7 p.m. in
the Charleston/Mattoon Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
The panel will consist of John David
Reed, professor of journalism; Annette
Samuels, assistant professor of journalism;
and James A. Tidwell, professor of journalism.
A Journalism/Student Publications
Awards Banquet will be held on May 2 at

''We will have a variety of
speakers and panels of how
journalism and society relate to
one another:'
-Les Hyder,
Chair of Journalism Department
ington Week in Review," will be the highlighted speaker of the month. Bode will be
speaking on April 15 at 7:30 p.m. in Room
122 of Lumpkin Hall.
Merc.edes Lynn de Uriarte, associate

5:30 p.m. at the Stix Restaurant and
Banquet Facility at 1412 Fourth St. in
Charleston.
Six faculty members of the journalism
department contributed in inviting one or
more of the speakers for this month, Hyder
said.
The members are Susan Kauffman, chair
of the Journalism Month planning committee and associate professor of journalism;
Howard Price, assistant professor of journalism; Annette Samuels, assistant professor of journalism; John Ryan, associate
professor of journalism; Glenn Robinson,
associate professor of journalism and journalism professor Mary Wohlrabe.
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For Rent
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For Sale

Personals

Announcements

Personals

ALPHA PHI INFORMATIONAL
CONGRATULATIONS
TO
1 1/2 BLOCKS FROM OLD MAIN
85 WHITE SAAB 900 TURBO
OFFICIAL NOTICE TO ALL
GIRLS 2 BEDROOM NICELY
RUSH, Wednesday, April 2 at
KATHY KRABBE OF ALPHA
FOR GROUP OF 7-8. available
powerlocks, power sunroof, autoSPRING/SUMMER GRADU·
FURNISHED
APARTMENT.
7:00 p.m. Meet at Alpha Phi
SIGMA TAU on getting lavaliered
matic. $1200 OBO. Cal Brooks
ATES: YOU MAY ORDER DISAugust '97, 7-8 bedroom house
Trash and water paid. 10 month
to BOB DUNCAN OF SIGMA PHI
Greek Court. For questions or
345-1460
TINCTIVE
GRADUATION
furnished hook-ups and trash
lease. 345-5048.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
414
_
_
_
_
_
_
..
____
5/3
ANNOUNCEMENTS
@
EPSILON. Your sisters ar$:ii\ippy
rides-Call Michelle Shahin at 348included washer dryer furnished
for you.
· · .. ·
1798.
10 SPEED WORLDSPORT,
TOKENS ... FAST, 5-DAY DELIV·
references required 345-5511.
3, 4 AND 5 BEDROOM HOUSES
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
4/2
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/2
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/4
newly rebuilt, great bike, $25 Call
ERY... ALSO, IT'S NOT TOO
for next school year. 348-0009
345-4876.
LATE FOR CLASS RINGS!!
LIZ HOCKMAN OF ALPHA
CONGRATULATIONS TO JILL
CHECK OUR HOUSING LIST.
414
413
COME IN TO SEE US AT
BUTTZ OF ALPHA SIGMA TAU
GAMMA DELTA: Happy 21st
Apartments for 1,2 or 3 tenants.
SUMMER HOUSES. Two bedSPECIALIZED ROCKHOPPER
TOKENS, OR CALL AT 1-800·
Birthday. We can't wait until
on getting lavaliered to PHIL
Good locations. Good prices.
room, 1022 2nd. Four bedroom,
APPLEBEE OF DELTA SIGMA
tonight! Love, Your sisters.
WITH XT FEATURES, great con954-7237
Lists available at Century 21,
319 Madison. Fall three bedroom,
PHI. Your sisters are happy for
Wood. 1512 A street. Jim Wood,
__
U_C_H_R_E_T_O_U_R_N_A_M_E_N_T__:A~~?L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.4/2
dition .. $290 Call 345-4876.E
180611th. 348-5032
you.
ESA FORMAL-Roll that dice, We
broker.
4/18
'82 Y_A_M_A_H_A_V_E_R_G_O_M_O_T_ci·~10 IN THE UNION BALLROOM.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/2
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/4
are going to have a great time all
'97·'98 SCHOOL YEAR. 2 bedCYCLE G
h
1 M
At 5 p.m. $2 sign up early in
night\!
GOOD LUCK TO ALL THE
2 BEDROOM HOUSE, carport,
room apartment for 2-3 people.
· real s ape. ust see.
Lumpkin 3-31, 4-2, & 4-7. $3 at
___________ 4/2
ALPHA LAMBDAS OF AST durlarge yard, W/D hookups, pets
Close to campus. No pets. Call
$1,500 OBO call Rob 348-8920
the door. Cash prizes $.
. SHERI STORER: Good luck at
ing I-Week.
upon approval. $450/month. 348after 5pm 348-0673
_P_O_R_T_A_B_L_E
___
C_O_M_P_U_T_:~~.
Sponsored
by
Phi
Gamma
Nu.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/2
nationals! Your haircut will make
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4111
0762.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/2
GINGER RENTFROW OF AST
the judges smile! Keep it real in
MacPB540, almost new, color,S
--P-R-IN_G_B_R_E_A_K-IS_O_V_E_R_,~~
3 GIRLS NEEDED FOR 2 BEDgood luck during I-Week. Tau
Texas!
FOR LEASE-97-98 school year. 2
ROOM HOUSE. Garage, hardmany goodies, Internet ready,
WHAT ABOUT THAT RESUME?
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 412
love, Your mom.
bedroom apartment and 2 bedwood floors and patio. May 1.
For summer jobs or internships?
$2,150/0BO, 345-6474.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/2
THE LADIES OF ALPHA PHI
room house. 346-3583.
Rent Negotiable. 348-1183.
---'--------'413
NO
WORRIES!
Student
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 412
4/4
would like to invite everyone to
CONGRATULATIONS CHRIS
1989 HONDA ELITE SCOTTER
Publications has a FAST AND
their Informational Rush Party
AND EMILY on your engageSUMMER ONLY-2 & 3 bedroom
SUMMER STORAGE now leasPROFESSIONAL resume and
BLK, good cond., $600.00/obo.
ment! (I'd have told you in person
tonight at 7 p.m.
apartments $150/person. 1 block
ing units starting at $30/month for
Call 348-0134 leave msg.
cover letter service. For results
if I ever saw you two!) Amy.
412
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/16
call 581-2812 and ask for
North of Domino's. 348-8792.
4x12 and up. Call 348-7746.
DANIELLE LAFAYETTE OF TRl4/2
LOFT FOR SALE. Sturdy, well
Adrienne
·------··-·_4/2
-- ___5/5
JOHN PU_T_A_R_O_C~K_T_H_E_SIZE
SIGMA:You're doing an outstandbuilt. Call Stephanie at 581-3402
4/4
FALL-3 bedroom newly remod3 BEDROOM HOUSE. 1403 9TH
,Ol:i.\NTACic J.5NSES :.AHlil.$tlN- . ir:1a iob with..Greek .Week...Thanks OF HAbE-BOPP. ON ALETHEA'S
.·..eled..apai;tment. it ·blockJ.rQm. Old·· ··Sl'..~CIGse ·to· camEus·: $-200 a ·tor more· information. "·· · L01'e, v;~~f!Ffl Cdng'ratula'te' rn~m"'on
, · · ''· · ~ .,,.,
GlASSES mall order. Excelfent '11:ir1':.eeptrig'us
"'1Wfin."E2C/1stedllftt'.''l!o\>rdtil1f1Eis':" ··m~hlffper-per~on.' Cai1 700"386their engagement!
Your Sisters.
prices. Brands include Acuvue,
348-8792.
3240.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/2
- - - - - _ _ _412
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/21
Newvue, Ray Ban, Vaurnet, Killer
----·
4/2
MEG
FINELY OF AST: Good luck
SIGMA
NU'S
MIKE
WALLIN:
Loop.
Call
Vince
(800)988-5744
Close to EIU-Extra nice apart4 BEDROOM FURNISHED
this week! I'm keeping my eye on
Good job repeating the comman·
or fax (630)968-4156. Visa, MC,
ments, air conditioned, private
APARTMENTS. 2 blocks from
the #1 Baby Gator! Tau Love,
der's salute! Three-peat!
Discover
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!!
parking, twelve month lease.
Student Union. Call between 9 &
Your Anchor Sis.
418
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
Deposits
and
references
----·
4/2
5. 345-5088.
NEW AT TOKENS EVERY DAY:
TO ALL THOSE WONDERFUL
AVAILABLE FROM SPONrequired. No pets. Water and
------·
412
----414
DOUBLE PRINT FILM PROJEN BACKMEN OF ASA,
SORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS,
ALPHA GAMS: Keep smiling,
trash. Furnished. Two bedroomUNIQUE 1 BEDROOM. FURCESSING.
$4.99
PER
ROLL
OR
EVER!!\
$$$CASH
FOR
COLCongrats
on
being
PHC
Cabinet
stay
positive
and
have
fun!
Love,
stove, dishwasher, refrigerator,
NISHED FOR 2. 2 BLOCKS
CHOOSE SINGLE PRINTS &
LEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800member of the month! Your sisSarah.
compactor, patio-$460/mo. One
FROM BUZZARD. Call between
_ _ _ 412
FREE FILM $4.99
243-2435.
ters are very proud of you! Way to
bedroom-stove and refrigerator9 & 5. 345-5088.
.
..... 515
go Blockhead!
LIZ H.:Happy 21st roomie! Rock
-·-·
5/5
$315/mo.
Studio-stove,
..
...._ _ _ 4/4
_ _ _ _ _ _ _...._ _4/2
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes
CONGRATULATIONS TO BETH
on! Sarah.
microwave, refrigerator-$300/mo.
LARGE 5 BEDROOM HOUSE:
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
4/2
DAWSON,
NATALIE
JEFFORD,
from
pennies
on
$1.
Delinquent
CONGRATULATIONS TO JILL
J.P. Furlong Realtor 345-8600.
10 month lease. Partly furnished.
tax, repo's, REO's. Your area. Toll
AND TANYA MULACEK OF
KOCHER OF ALPHA PHI on
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA would like
3 blocks south of Charleston
- - - - - - · · · ·_ _ _4/14
free 1-800-218-9000 Ext H-2262
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA on makyour engagement. Love, Amy.
to congratulate KIM HARRIS on
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWNSquare. Call between nine and
for current listings.
ing Homecoming Committee.
winning the Truman Scholarship.
...._412
HOUSE style apartments. 2-3
five. 345-5088.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/2
-----~----·412
ASA JUNIOR EXEC:Next meetYour sisters are extremely proud
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _414
people. Nice, furnished, close to
SEIZED CARS from $175.
TOKENS SPRING SIDEWALK
ing April 7. Time is TBA.
of you and we are so happy
campus. M & L Properties. 348BEST VALUE: $150 each 3 bedSALE TUESDAY & WEDNESPorsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
you're a member of our house'
0350.
room, furnished, 10 ·months, at
DAY. ALL MERCHANDISE OUTBMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps,
Keep up the excellent work Kim'
325 Madison above Pawn Shop.
-----·414
4WD's. Your area. Toll free 1-800SIDE 50% OFF OR MORE.
Alpha Love, Your sisters.
FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
348-0288.
218-9000. Ext A-2262.
4/2
_ _ _ _ _ _ _4/2
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/2
security deposit required. No
--------·······~4/2
pets! 348-0699 after 5 p,m. or
F'l'ENTING. FOR FALL: Large 4
:~ ~
leave message. .
'
·
bdrm, 2 bath'~se on 6!11 St. Up
BY GARRY TRUDEAU
it:rOpE!bpte..'~344.
. .•
TWO LARGE ONE BEDROOM
-- - - - - ·_414
APTS. Heat and trash paid. Next
UNFURNISHED HOUSES FOR 3
to campus. 348-0006
OR 5 clean non-smoking
AS t<t45 YOUR fJN •
MR. 5l{Xl)tA,
~MY
/AJ/3U., 51.JP&, ~
THIS B+ IS
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/10
TIJ<e. P!R9T PRaJF,
females. One year lease. $210I MEJ.R&L.Y
OJt.:TVR&
A NARJ?aU, AB::O~ON6,MAN.'
50f
APARTMENTS FOR FALL- 1 and
!NNHICH YOU
$215 each, near campus. 3451
6AV8YaJ
7EACH85
WT!ST; b/JROC&N·
YOl.IJ<e. /Jf55/N
2
bedroom
apartments.
Ha.P 7Hl3 9QIJAf?E
2564.
7HfJ:GRAve
\
l7'S 15,
7RIC ~CTIV&,
M&H&J?E
YO/} !){j;RaJT CF 144 70 $
Furnished. 1 year lease.
MANI
4/2
kt4Yas' IT'S 1Z.
816 TIM/3•
15.
!Tiff>,
Application required. No pets.
581<.Vf3f).
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER AND
I
!NfACT,
Call 345-7286.
FALL 97-98 school year. Clean
f'J..
....
4/3
modern apartments with some
Ac-P-cA-RT=M""'E=ccNTS FOR FALL. NICE
utilities furnished. 1,2,3 bed3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS for
rooms. Not close to campus. No
girls. Furnished, laundry, air conpets. 10 & 12 month leases are
ditioning.
1
year lease.
available. 217-345-4494 anytime.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/2
Application required. NO pets.
Call 345-7286.
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER AND
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/3
FALL 97 ·98 school year. Clean
TWO-BEDROOM
HOUSE,
modern home. 4 bedrooms.
THREE BLOCKS FROM CAMClose to campus. No pets. 1O or
PUS. $570 for 3. No parties, No
12 month leases are available.
pets. 10-month lease. Deposit
217-345-4494 anytime.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/2
plus last month rent. 345-7181
after 5:00.
2 HOUSES FOR RENT FOR
SUMMER 97. Call 342-3475 for
--------~~2
THREE-BEDROOM HOUSE,
info.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 4/10
REFRIGERATOR AND STOVE
FURNISHED. Three blocks from
4 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 1/2
campus. $600 for 3. No parties,
block from campus. Water, trash
no pets. 10-month lease. Deposit
paid. $200. 345-6967.
plus last month rent. 345-7181
- - - - - - - - _314
after 5:00.
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _4/2
Trash and water paid. 1/2 block
1 AND 2 BEDROOM APT. for
from campus. 345-6967.
next school year. 620 5th St. 348----------~4
0009.
2 BEDROOM HOUSE 1/2
BLOCK FROM CAMPUS. 4 peo~~-=-:-cc--c-=-=-===414
SUMMER ONLY OR STARTING
ple $160. 345·6967.
FALL 3 bedroom apartments. 415
.
3/4
Harrison. $170 per person. 348ONE AND TWO Bedroom apart5032
ments available 345-5663.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/11
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _4/15
J
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from page 12

out to center, catcher Matt Gajewski had
an infield hit.
Gajewski advanced to second on a
ground out by Witzenman, and he came
around to score the winning run on a single to left by Bowen.
The Panthers had a chance to tie in the
bottom of the ninth, with senior infielder
Jimmy Stamper on second base with one
out. Eastern could not capitalize, though,
as freshman shortstop David Mikes
popped up to the first baseman, and
junior designated hitter Josh Zink struck
out looking to end the game.
"I told the team we wanted to play for

AUS.SI E
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one and it worked out well, and we did
what we wanted to do," Schmitz said.
"The guys in the situation just did not get
the job done."
The Sycamores (8-16-1 overall) started off the scoring in the game, with a
two-run second inning.
Provines started off the inning with an
infield single and Ullery came up next
and hit a two-run homer over the right
field wall.
Eastern came back with three-runs in
the bottom of the inning to take a 3-2
lead, which held up until the eighth
inning. Sophomore outfielder Sean Lyons

started off the inning with a single past
O'Connell and later stole second.
Lyons came around to score the first
run for Eastern when Sycamore pitcher
Matt Smith committed an error. Stone
singled up the middle to score sophomore right fielder Mark Tomse to knot
the score up at two.
Sophomore catcher Ryan Bridgewater
came around to score to give the
Panthers the lead when Zink hit into a
double play.
Sommerfeld took the loss for the
Panthers, dropping his record to 0-4. In 1
113 innings, he gave up one run on two

hits. Larson came into relive Prina and
pitched 3 2/3 innings, giving up one
earned run on three hits while striking
out three and walking one.
"I just tried to go out there and hit my
spots and keep the ball down because in
previous games I've had trouble hitting
my spots," Larson said.
Tomse and Smith each went 2-for-3 to
lead the Panthers, while Stone had the
lone RBI for the Panthers.
The Sycamores had three batters with
two hits, with Ullery leading the way
going 2-for-3. Provines went 2-for-4
while Bowen went 2-for-5.
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and'.hoWit ~otild benefit her, and I
think she has benefited our team."
Kramarski said.
Still, making the switch to life
as a collegiate tennis player in the
United States was not the easiest
move of her life.
"It was extremely tough to
adjust," Vanstone said. ''I had
tak~n a year off of school before
cqioi'rtg1fore- imd knowing no one
atTtrst was hard. Also, I had to fit
in to a team situation because I
basically played in tournaments
while in Australia."
Besides having the opportunity

to play tennis collegiately,
Vanstone has also had the chance
to learn about life in America.
"Well, it's really not what I
expected/' Vanstone said of her
opinion of America. "It's pretty
quiet compared to what people
have told me about it because
there are people that told me
before I came to 'be careful
because it's America."'
While it comes as no surprise
that it has taken Vanstone time to
adjust to playing at a Division I
university and also the America.n
lifestyle, Kramarski said her No. 4

singles player has been able to find
her niche on the team.
Vanstone has been able to do this
despite the fact that the team is not
off to its most ideal start, as the
Lady Panthers stand at 0-7 with
still three weeks to play before the
Ohio Valley Conference tournament begins.
"I think she was a little nervous
at first, but she has obviously
made our lineup more solid,"
Kramasrski said. "She is part of
our No. 1 doubles team (along
with Mulherin) and her strength is
that she has a one-hand backhand

slice that is very difficult to hit."
Vanstone adds she tries to bring
a positive attitude to the team.
"I try to encourage my teammates to play hard in every
match," Vanstone said. "It's nice
be part of a team because the team
atmosphere makes you push harder to do well as a team, and I try to
be a motivator."
This motivation factor is important, particularly since Vanstone
has been impressed with the competition she has seen this season.
"The competition seems to be
really good, and at first I didn't

know what to expect from the
other teams," Vanstone said.
"Everyone seems to be really
competitive."
Even with the competitiveness
of the season, Vanstone said gradual improvement is what she
hopes to see from herself and the
team.
"I just want to end up winning
more matches than I lose and play
good tennis." Vanstone said. "As a
team our play has been getting
better since the season started, and ·
I want to see us continue to get
better."

Cards clipped by Expos, 2-1 Pale Hose, Belle
edge Blue Jays

MONTREAL (AP) - The Expos may not win Olympic Stadium, the fourth smallest opening day
another game this way all year.
crowd in 21 seasons at the ballpark.
Montreal got a bases-loaded walk in the ninth
White and Shane Andrews had two hits each for
inning Tuesday to post the first win of the 1997 base- Montreal. Willie McGee and Delino DeShields had
ball season with a 2-1 victory over the St. Louis two hits apiece for the Gardinals.
Cardinals.
With the score tied 1-1 in the ninth, White led off
"You always feel good to get that first one," with an infield single against losing reliever Rich
Montreal's ~)V;li!te~~d/'lt's over ~l~;,l';l'P,).V. , .• ~li\~~lJ.irlor. Fossas relieved and Henry Rodriguez sinhopefully we'ifgo'outarnfkeep doing it." Pinch-hit..: . gled to right on the first pitch, sending White to third.
ter Sherman Obando drew a bases-loaded walk off
"That was a big hit," Rodriguez said. "Probably
reliever Tony Fossas to force home the winning run.
the biggest I've had in a while. Everyone has to con"I went up there thinking about hitting the ball to tribute for us to win games. I think that's what we did
the outfield or hard through the infield," Obando today."
said. "(Fossas) didn't give me anything to hit. I just
David Segui was intentionally walked to load the
tried to· be patient. It worked for us. We won the bases for pinch-hitter Andy Stankiewicz, who hit a
game."
grounder to third baseman Gary Gaetti. Gaetti quickThe Expos opened the year against the NL's ly tagged out White for the first out, with Rodriguez
Central Division champions before 33,437 at taking third.

Marlins hook Cubs into defeat
MIAMI (AP) - The Florida
Marlins' offseason spending spree
paid (2jl pp opening day.
:r<.e~ ~n and two relievers
combilled ·~n. a three-hitter and
Florida made new manager Jim
Leyland's debut a success by beating the Chicago Cubs 4-2 Tuesday.
"I wouldn't have been real sad if
we had lost, and I'm not going to
gloat because we won," Leyland

said. "But there's a special place for
this one."
Leyland left Pittsburgh after 11
seasons because he wanted to manage a winner, and the Marlins came
through to go above .500 for the
first time since June 17, 1994.
Moises Alou, one of Florida's
six free-agent acquisitions in deals
totaling $89 million this winter,
homered in his first at-bat and

drove in another run with a sacrifice fly.
"It felt great, but there's still 161
games to go," Alou said. "Tomorrow you've got to come back and
do it again, or do it better."
A sellout crowd of 41,412 got its
first look at the revamped Marlins,
who doubled their payroll in an
attempt to improve attendance and
challenge Atlanta in the NL East.

TORONTO (AP) - Albert from first base on what should
have been merely an infield hit
Belle delivered, as advertised.
Making his debut for the in the 10th.
Chicago White Sox, baseball's
A SkyD~~~!.f.t$f>91
$55 million man doubled home more than f(},Ocm"sliort of a sellthe first run of the 1997 major out, saw Thomas and Belle give
league season and later Chicago an early lead. Solo
launched a two-run homer home runs by Carlos Delgado
and Alex Gonzalez, however,
Tuesday.
Belle even talked about his helped put the Blue Jays ahead
exploits after a 6-5 win in 10 5-2 entering the eighth.
innings over the Toronto Blue
But Thomas opened the
Jays, following through on his eighth with a single and Belle
pledge to be more cooperative followed with a drive into the
left-field stands off AL Cy
with the media this season.
''I'm happy to come over and Young winner Pat Hentgen. It
be productive in the first was Belle's first homer since
game," Belie said. "There was leaving Cleveland for a fivepressure coming over, ·hitting year deal in Chicago - he did
with a guy like Frank Thomas not connect in 67 at-bats in
exhibition play.
and our tremendous lineup."
While Belle and Thomas "I looked terrible in spring
the game's new Dynamic Duo - training," Belle said. ''Every~
each got two hits, Norberto .. body was wondering when I was
Martin and Ray Durham were going to hit a home run. Once
the guys who won the season the season starts, everything is
for keeps. These are the statisopener for the White Sox.
Martin tied it with a pinch-hit tics that count. The main thing
home run in the ninth inning is that we started the season out
and Durham streaked home 1-0."

At EDS, we're not just "some big computer company," we're a consulting film, an
infonnation sen.~ces provider and a business partner. From banks in Belgium and
manufacturers in llrazil, to the doctors, grocers and insmance agents in your town.
We have the following outstanding oppmtunitics for entry-level candidatt•:; in the

southeastern Michigan area and throughout the nation:

Customer Assistance Representatives
Successful candidates must possess the following>
• Strong conununication and
• Goud aL"aden1ic r('t:ord
·problem solving skills
• Customer snvice expe1iPncP
• Ability tu work flexible hours
• Proficiency in Spanish or
• Automotive technical
French a plus
knowledge a plus
• Computer skills a plus
Everything you need to succeed - training, salary, bt>nefit.s amt
opportunity - is here for you. If you are interest.Pd in a
challenging future with outstanding career up port unities,
please mail, FAX, or e-mail your resume to. ~;[)S, Dept.
72-6174, Attn> SC, 700 Tower Drive, Troy, MI 480l18; FAJ( (810)
2fiS-1~0 I; email: staffing(a'eds.cnm.
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'R06rnson~'s seasori,-~urldeiWaY~"'~~
By the Associated Press
Montreal was the first team to win in 1997. a befitting start to a season dedicated to Jackie Robinson.
The Expos scored the winning run in the ninth
inning on a bases-loaded walk- to beat the St. Louis
Cardinals 2-1 in Montreal, the city where Robinson
briefly played before joining the Brooklyn Dodgers.
As a tribute to Robinson breaking the color barrier
50 years ago, special commemorative balls were used
in each team's home opener Tuesday and players and

Freeman. Freeman has stolen nine
bases in nine attempts. She is also
one of Butler's more patient batters, having walked five times, second on the team.
As a team, Butler is hitting .250,
with 132 hits in 527 trips to the
plate.
The Bulldog pitching staff has a
combined ERA of 2.94. The opposition is hitting .290 against the
Bulldog staff as a whole, with 181
hits in 555 at bats. The staff has
, issued 66 walks and struck out 53.
Butler head coach said two
things that have stood out for the
Bulldogs this season are "good
defense" and "decent pitching."
The two teams have had some
common foes this season. Against
Tennessee Tech, Eastern Kentucky
and Indiana State, the Bulldogs are
a combined 0-5. Against the same
three teams, Eastern is 3-2.
The Lady Panthers' top hurler is
junior Mandy White. White has an
ERA of 1.82. She has started 11
games for Eastern and made three
relieve appearances. White has a 62 record on the mound, tied for

umpires wore Robinson patches on their unifonns.
Baseball's opening day also delivered two notable
changes from the start of the 1996 season: Albert
Belle talked, and fans didn't freeze.
Following a snowout in Boston, a snowstonn in
New York and arctic temperatures in both Detroit and
Chicago last year, baseball adjusted its schedule in an
attempt to beat the cold weather. All five domes in the
majors were used Tuesday, and every West Coast club
in both leagues was scheduled to begin the year at
home this week.

1997
PANTHER
SOFTBALL

Team
Austin Peay
Tennessee Tech
Middle Tennessee
Southeast Missouri
Morehead State
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee-Martin
Eastern Kentucky
Tennessee State

Conf.
16-2
13-5
13-5
9-9
8-10
7-11
7 11
·
7 II
7_ 1

All
24-5
18-11
17- l I
12-16
12-15
11-16
IO 17
I0 20
:
81

complete games. She has walked
15 and struck out 14.
The Eastern pitching staff has a
combined ERA of 2.27.
Eastern's offensive leader is
senior Jen Cherveny. Cherveny is
hitting .442 over the Lady Panthers' 25 games. She has stolen IO
bases in 12 attempts and hit safely
in three games.
The Lady Panthers are hitting
.277 as a team.
Eastern faced Butler in a doubleheader last season. The two teams
split the games, Butler winning the
first game 3-1, Eastern taking the

Fox is happy to be nearing the end
of the team's road trip.
"We are definitely a little worn
out," she said. "Everybody needs a
little break."
Fox admitted to not being able to
scout the Bulldogs but thinks the
team will be able to be competitive
against Butler.
"I don't have any stats. I don't
know anything about them," she
said. "It's just a matter of who
comes out and does well."
"Last year when they came here,
we felt that we could beat them,"
senior catcher Bridget Ward said.
"But it was very competitive. We
have to come out strong."
Ward thinks the team is ready for
Wednesday's games despite the
extended stay on the road.
"The traveling has been tough,
especially this last weekend," she
said. "We really dug down deep
inside of ourselves. Our attitude is
really good right now. Our confidence level is definitely up."
Cherveny thinks the team will
get a boost by coming home after
theButlergames.

K-TAN
618 W. Lincoln• West Park Plaza

Each
Bed Has
Special
Face
Tanners!!!
345-1131
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I Lexc pereona InnOUGncemek•nti:
program when he made this decision. If he wouldn't
have been, Illinois State would have quickly become
just a memory for this coach who has been with the
Redbirds for four seasons and has a career mark of
86-42.
It should also be said that Stallings chose what he
thought was the right move in that he would still be
able to experience success if he stuck around in
Bloomington.
This was a smart choice. Think about it, he will
have everybody back from a team that made it to this

season's NCAA tourn<Unent.
Clearly, though, Stallings is a coach that is (dare I
say it) DEDICATED to the job he has at Illinois
State, and that is surprising considering how easy it
would have been to just say "see ya, wouldn't want
to be ya" to Illinois State.
Sure, Stallings is probably going to get a better
contract deal from Illinois State for choosing to stay
because he is deserving of it. But for the time being,
it's nice to know that there are some folks out there
who still care more about the game than the money.
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r--------------,I I.--------------,I
I
$7.95
:
$1.99
I :
I 1
Large pizza offer,
1
Spaghetti Special :

1

just ask for it
when ordering.

I

1
:
I Every Wed night from 4 till I 0 PM I :
Price is for full order of
I I $7 .95 ,i. tax, single item, thin crust, addtl I
I
spaghetti and garlic bread
1 I
1
items availiable at extra cost
I

L--------------~ L--------------~
r--------------,
r---------r----,
1
Free
• 1 Sunday Night 1
I
p•1zza
I1
1
•I 1I · Spec1•a1

: Late Night Special :

:

1 Any order P.lflced after l 0:30 .PM 1
1 for a large Pizza at re~lar pnce, 1
1
Qet a SJllall ope with e s'101e 1
I no. ot mgred1ents or ewer tor I
1
tree!
1

I
Choose one of the following with
I
I
any Large Pizza at regular price:
I
I Free Thick Crust,Free Quart of Coke, Free I
Garlic Bread w/chesse,
I
I
I
Free Extra Item
I

Pick a Freebiel!

:

L--------------.J
L--------------.J
offers expire Apr. 30, 1997
1600 Lincoln in
Charleston.
Serving EIU since 1964
For free delivery call

Open daily 4 PM
Sun thru Thurs till 1 AM
Fri and Sat till 2 AM

345-3400

~arty's
Steak Sandwich w/Fries •R.4:0

--KARAOKE DJ NITE - 22°z Bottles Lite, Bud Light, Bud

$2

I

I
I

$31' Pitchers Lite, Icehouse __..._
Florescent Lighting
Flippin' Burgers?
$ 5°01 hr

OR

Sunshine! Outdoor Work!
$7-10/hr +Bonuses
YOU DECIDE •••

College Pro Painters
No experience necessary
Locations Statewide
l-888-CPP-97US

$$$$$$$$$
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By MATT WILSON
Staff writer

BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer

ISU coach
bucks the
greed trend
Life in today's crazy sports
world can surprise you sometimes.
In case you bav:en't been k.eepl_ng HP w,i.1.h the college basketball
il>:JN/•.'t•.1ll\iQois State basketball
coach Kevin Stallings had the
choice to either be shown the
money by going to Tennessee or
stay in Nonnal.
He chose - excuse me while I
try to bring myself to say this - to
show Illinois State the loyalty.
You'll have to forgive Stallings
since he hasn't taken "how to be
greedy" 101 yet.
And please, calm down people,
and don't start thinking the state
of college basketball is going to
be rocked to its core because the
coach of a Missouri Valley
Conference powerhouse turned
down a position that would have

Pim;~
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~J Ji;!f~f ~ §~1~[X

plate and tie the game. .
.
IKUYA KURATA/Staff photographer
Eastern went down m order m the bottom of the
.
.
.
if TI day'
1 moments o ues _s ga~
ei hth, and Indiana State went back to work in the tQp ·Pan~her hu~ler Brian Pri~ (left) delivers a p~tc~ m ~he ea~y
the i1fi1lli.
ttgH£ ftetder Jils8t1
HU afty: GBfttl'UI
Smre: ,€nna lmr.l rm(Ji foar.
m fmtsm qmppm(
ll01I
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$450,000 per year plus al of the·
wonderful perks that go with
being a coach at a major university in this country. The salary
offer alone would have tripled his
current salary at Illinois State.
Not only that, but he would get
to coach in an arena that holds
24,000 screaming fans - OK, so
they're not always screaming in
Tennessee - and he would definitely bave a nice talent pool to
dip into.
Redbird athletic director Rick
Greenspan called the rejection of
Tennessee's offer "corny"
because what Stallings did is
~ l!ti ri\(e in this dey and age
air ffying to find a fast food
restaurant that doesn't have the
option of supersizing.
Former University of Massachusetts John Calipari knows
about following the ~oney. ·
He chose to coach that other
college basketball team in New
Jersey - the Nets - and now he's
stuck with a team that is 23-48,
and the closest thing to a bright
Sj>Qt is that May is almost here
and an unfortunate soul, I mean
lottery pick, will be waiting for
the Nets come draft day.
I figure Stallings w!ls confident
in the team he has at Illinois
State, and trying to compete with
a Vofonteer football team that is
bound to be a contender this year
was just too mu~h.
I do commend his decision, but
I'll be the first guy to admit that
if $450,000 was flashed before
my two eyes, I would take the
cash in a heartbeat. The first
words couple of sentences out of
my mouth would be "so, when do
I start, and which ~ay is it to
Tennessee again?"
Seriously, Stallings was obviously thinking with his heart and
about the players he has in his

See LESTER page 11

The Panther baseball team suffered its second home
loss of the season as Indiana State came back to beat
Eastern 5-4 on Tuesday.
"We couldn't get the job done and they did,"
Panther head coacli Jim Schmitz said. "I was pleased
with the way that (John) Larsen and (Brian) Prina
threw the ball - they threw really well."
Eastern (10-14 overall, 3-3 in the Ohio Valley
Conference) had a 4-2 lead going into the top of the
eighth inning, but the Sycamores rallied.
The top of the eighth started off innocently enough,
:with Panther freshman John Larson getting lead-off
hitter second baseman Ben Witzenman ·to fly out to
left and shortstop Shelby Bowen grounding out to
junior third baseman Mark Smith.
.
With two outs, centerfielder 'fyler Thompson hit a
shot that went off the left-center field wall for a double. This brought up Indiana State's home run leader,
left fielder Kip Provines.
'There were two outs, and I knew I have had trouble getting the third out in the past few games,"
Larson said. "What I did was hang a curve."
Provines hit the hanging curve ball right back up
the middle for a single to score Thompson. This was
the last batter that Larson would face, as Schmitz
·decided to replace him with junior left-hander Nick
Redd.
After Redd walked designated hitter David Ullery,
Redd was replaced by senior Mike Sommerfeld who
had to face third baseman Frank O'Connell.
O'Connell hit a shot that junior second baseman
Justin Stone misplayed. allowing Provines to cross the
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Aussie adjusting to Eastern Softball
Vanston~

picked
Charleston over
Hawaii to compete
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer
Freshman tennis player Tani~
Vanstone has literally traveled miles just
to play the sport she loves.
Unlike the other two freshmen on this
year's women's tennis team (Kim
Mulherin and Monica Robinson) who
both hail from the state of Illinois,
Vanstone has made the long journey
from Harpers
Crossing ,
Australia to
be a part of
the Panther
tennis team.
The question
that
comes to the
surface first is what was it that drew the
Australian· native from the country
known as the land down under to the
city of Charleston?
Vanstone said somebody had written
Eastern initially and head tennis coach
Rosie Kramarski eventually called her,
and that led to her to deciding to come
to Eastern.
"I had a choiee of either corning here
or going to Hawaii, and I chose Eastern
because it was a Division I program and
it has a nice campus," Vanstone said.
Kramarski said Vanstone's choice has
SARAH WONG/Staff photographer benefited both Eastern and Vanstone.
Tania Vanstone, a .freshman en the womens tennis squad and a
"~ talked to her over the ~hone, and
native of Australia, returns a volley during practice at the we Just talked about the tenrus program

Weller tennis courts.

See AUSSIE page 11

squad
to face
Butler
By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer

The Eastern softball team will hit
the road to play a doubleheader
against Butler at 2 p.m. today.
The twin-bill against the Bulldogs is the last of a five-team road
trip that started on March 26.
Eastern takes with them a 14-11
overal1 record and a 4-5 mark in the
Ohio Valley Conference.
Butler's record is 8-11-1, and
they have yet to play anyone from
their conference, the Midwestern
Collegiate Conference. Butler is 03 at home.
The ace of the Butler rotation is
junior Sara Unrue, who has eight
starts in eight appearances and has
gone the distance in five. She has
thrown one shut out, and her ERA
is 2.49 while the opposition is batting .260 against her. She has
walked 22 batters this season and
struck out 31.
Leading the Bulldogs at the plate
is senior outfielder Jen Heminger.
Heminger is batting .391 with 18
hits in 46 at bats in 17 games. She
has knocked in six RBI and stolen
four~ in seven attempts.
The main base stealing threat for
the Bulldogs is junior Anna

See SOFTBALL page 11

